Abstract-This paper investigates the problem of finding optimal paths in single-source single-destination accumulative multihop networks. We consider a single source that communicates to a single destination assisted by several relays through multiple hops. At each hop, only one node transmits, while all the other nodes receive the transmitted signal, and store it after processing/decoding and mixing it with the signals received in previous hops. That is, we consider that terminals make use of advanced energy accumulation transmission/reception techniques, such as maximal ratio combining reception of repetition codes, or information accumulation with rateless codes. Accumulative techniques increase communication reliability, reduce energy consumption, and decrease latency. We investigate the properties that a routing metric must satisfy in these accumulative networks to guarantee that optimal paths can be computed with Dijkstra's algorithm. We model the problem of routing in accumulative multi-hop networks, as the problem of routing in a hypergraph. We show that optimality properties in a traditional multi-hop network (monotonicity and isotonicity) are no longer useful and derive a new set of sufficient conditions for optimality. We illustrate these results by studying the minimum energy routing problem in static accumulative multi-hop networks for different forwarding strategies at relays.
simplest accumulative multi-hop network, a single source communicates to a single destination assisted by several relay nodes that can accumulate the received energy/information from previous relay transmissions. In practice, there are two main accumulation mechanisms at relays: energy and mutual-information accumulation. Energy accumulation can be performed at the receiving nodes, e.g., through spacetime coding or repetition coding [3] , [4] . Mutual-information accumulation [5] , [6] can be realized using rateless codes e.g. fountain or raptor codes [7] . Accumulation mechanisms are considered in current and next generation standards since they increase communication reliability and reduce energy consumption.
The work presented here builds, mainly, on top of the works conducted in [1] and [2] . We show that the AM network communication routing problem can not be represented using graphs, and thus, the optimality conditions derived in [1] and [2] for routing over graphs can not be invoked. We instead show that, in general, the AM routing problem needs to be modeled using hypergraphs. We then find new conditions to guarantee the optimality of Dijkstra's algorithm in hypergraphs. These conditions are only sufficient but not necessary.
Equipped with these optimality conditions, we discuss the optimality of Dijkstra's algorithm for the minimum energy routing problem in static AM networks. To that end, we focus mainly on decode-and-forward (DF) based relaying strategies. DF relay nodes decode the source message completely by accumulating energy, or information from all previous transmissions. This routing problem has been previously addressed in [3] , [4] , and [7] [8] [9] [10] .. From [3] and [4] , we already know that finding the optimal transmission order for these networks is an NP-complete problem.
Our approach here consist instead on identifying particular DF AM network situations for which the routing problem can be represented either using graphs that satisfy Dijkstra's optimality conditions in [2] , or using hypergraphs that satisfy the new optimality conditions found here.
First, motivated by the observation that the TM network can be seen as a particular DF AM network where relays can only accumulate energy/information from the intermediately previous relay, we identify two other DF AM networks for which the routing problem can be also represented using a graph. We refer to them as the DF Source Accumulative Multi-hop (DF SAM) and the DF Destination Accumulative Multi-hop (DF DAM) networks. In the DF SAM network, relays and destination nodes decode the source message by accumulating the energy/information coming from the immediately previous relay and the source. Instead, in the DAM network relay nodes decode the source message by accumulating the energy/information coming from the immediately previous relay, whereas the destination accumulates the energy/information from every node in the path. We then consider the cut-set bound (CB) for AM networks [11, Th. 14.10 .1]. The CB outperforms any possible forwarding strategy. For the CB, we show that the routing problem is modeled by a hypergraph and satisfies the new sufficient condition for optimality. Motivated by this success, we show that for the DF AM network there exist a subset of paths also satisfying the new optimality conditions. In that case, we are able to keep all the energy/information accumulation at nodes at the cost of possibly finding a suboptimal path. Finally, besides the DF relaying, we also consider the parityforwarding (PF) strategy introduced in [7] applied to the DAM network. We show that in the PF DAM network, the routing problem can be represented using a graph and satisfies Dijkstra's optimality conditions.
We have presented the Dijkstra's optimality conditions for hypergraphs previously in [12] . Here, we provide a more detailed derivation. There, we also studied the minimum energy routing problem for the TM, DF AM and CB networks. However, the DF SAM, DF DAM, PF DAM and DF EAM networks are first discussed here. Finally, while this work deals mostly with optimal path search algorithms for AM networks, we propose in [13] good heuristic path search algorithms for the DF AM network.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The AM network model is presented in Section II. In Section III, the minimum energy accumulative path weight function for DF, PF relaying and for the CB are derived. The optimality of Dijkstra' algorithm in AM networks is discussed in Section IV, and particularized for the minimum energy accumulative routing metrics in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. THE ACCUMULATIVE NETWORK MODEL
Consider a static network with N nodes. The traffic is unicast, from a source node (S) to a destination node (D) with the help of relay transmissions. Relay nodes transmit according to a given transmission order which is described by a path vector p, where p[0] = S, p[L + 1] = D, and L ≤ N − 2 is the number of relays. Notice that we only allow one relay node in each path position. Communications can be either point-to-multipoint as in wireless channels, or point-topoint as in wireline channels.
In TM communications, see Fig. 1 , given a path p, the signal transmitted by node p[i] is only intended to node p[i + 1]. This is so, even if transmissions are over wireless channels, and the transmitted signals are also overhead by nodes in the path other than the intended ones. These nodes ignore or treat as interference the non intended received signals.
In TM routing problems, the network is well modeled by a directed graph G(V, E), as the one shown in Fig. 2 , where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges representing the existence of links between pairs of nodes. Let e u,v denote the edge between nodes u and v. A path p exits if e p[i],p[i+1] ∈ E for all i = {0, . . . , L}. Associated to each edge, there can be one or several fixed metrics, e.g. the link distance, the link bandwidth, the channel magnitude, the transmission delay, etc. For simplicity, let us as assume that there is only one metric per edge, then β (e u,v ) = β u,v denotes the metric associated to edge e u,v . In Fig. 2 , we depict a TM graph model for routing in wireless communications from a source node S to a destination node D using two possible relay nodes A and B. Observe that the source node can only transmit to every other node but can not receive from them. Contrary, the destination can only receive from every other node. Relays can transmit to every other node (except the source) and receive from every other node (except destination). In TM routing the objective is to find the better path, or lightest path, between a source and a destination according to some network metric. The weight of a path w(p) is a function of the metrics of the edges traversed by a path, namely w(p) = w (β p ), where
A commonly used path weight function in TM routing is the summation of the link weights of the edges traversed by the path
This path weight function admits the following recursive expression from the weight of the partial paths
As an example, if we consider the channel gain between node node u and v, g u,v , as the metric associated to the edge e u,v , namely β u,v = g u,v , and define the weight of an edge as w (e u,v ) =
which, as we show in Section III, for a particular communication model measures the energy efficiency of the path p in TM networks.
Finally, observe that the path weight function 
can not be computed over a graph as the edge e
although it may exist it is not traversed by the path p.
We will encounter this type of path weight functions studying AM communication networks next. In AM communications, see Fig. 3 , in which we are instead interested, relay nodes do not discard the received signals from previous nodes in the path. This is, relay and destination nodes may benefit from the signals received from all previous nodes in the path. In AM routing, the network is better modeled by a directed hypergraph H(V, E), as the one shown in Fig. 4 , where V denotes the set of nodes, or vertices, and E denotes the set of hyperedges, or connections between nodes. A directed hypergraph is a generalization of a directed graph in which each hyperedge is allowed to have multiple source (tail) vertices and multiple destination (head) vertices. The tail and head vertices of a hyperedge are denoted as T (e) and H(e), respectively. We restrict the analysis to hypergraphs where all the hyperedges have only one source node |T (e)| = 1, and there is only one hyperedge per source node. This hypergraph model is sufficiently general to consider any accumulative wireless communication network with one node at each path position. There are many different notions of hyperpaths, see [14] . Here, we define a hyperpath as a sequence of nodes
Let e u denote the hyperedge associated to node u. A hyperpath exists if for every node in the path p[i], 0 < i ≤ L + 1 there exits at least one preceding node
To illustrate the existence condition of a hyperpath consider the hypergraph depicted in Fig. 4 . Suppose there is no edge link connecting nodes A and B, and thus there can not be communication from A to B. Then, the path S,A,B,D does not exist. However, the hyperpath S,A,B,D exists, as there is a hyperedge link connecting nodes S and B, as well as, A and D. We may associate one metric to each of the vertices of a hyperedge, namely, β u = β (e u ) = {β u,v , ∀v ∈ H(e u )}. Then, the weight of a hyperpath w(p) is a function of the metrics of the edges traversed by the path, namely w(p) = w(β p ), Fig. 4 models the routing problem in AM wireless communications with two possible relays A and B. Observe that given that the source transmission is used by relay nodes A, B and the destination D, the hypereadge e S connects node S to nodes A, B and D. Similarly, the hyperedges at relay nodes, e A and e B connect each of them to the other relay and destination.
III. MINIMUM ENERGY ACCUMULATIVE ROUTING
The implications of accumulative communications in multihop routing problems are better understood by looking at specify examples of path weight functions. Here, we focus only on the minimum energy routing path weight function for a very simplistic linear energy allocation model. This example will be rich enought to disccuss in detail the need of hypergraph models. The path weight functions derived here will also be instrumental in subsequent sections.
We consider a simplistic accumulative communication model for wireless channels. The link between nodes u and v is modeled by the channel gain g u,v ∈ {R + , 0}. Let P u denote the transmission power at node u, then the received signal power at node v is g u,v P u . A packet is correctly decoded at the destination node if the received signal power at the destination node exceeds a certain threshold level H D . This model is valid for networks that operate in the wideband power limited regime. This regime is realistic for some wireless networks, such as sensor networks where there exist strong energy limitations at nodes, the traffic load is low, and there is sufficient large frequency bandwidth. Moreover, the analysis conducted here can be extended to any other scenario where the resource allocation problem is linear. Such linear dependence is forced here by considering energy accumulation in wideband signals, as in [3] , or in [4] , but it can also be found in other situations, such as when considering full-duplex relay terminals as in [8] , or when optimizing over transmission durations instead of transmitted power as in [7] and [15] .
Specifically, our network metric is the energy efficiency of a path measured as the ratio between the total transmitted power by all nodes in the path and the power received at destination to decode the message H D . Accordingly, we define the minimum energy weight of the path p as
In the following, we derive the minimum energy path weight function for different forwarding strategies at relays. We look for recursive path weight functions and distinguish between computing the weight of a path forward (from the source to the destination) or backward (from the destination to the source). 
. We say that the path weight function w(p) is computed forward if we compute the weights of the forward partial paths w(p i ), recursively, for i = 0, . . . , L + 1. Similarly, we say that the path weight is computed backward when we compute the weights of the backward partial paths w( ← − p i ), recursively, for i = 0, . . . , L + 1. Depending on the forwarding strategy adopted, we will find a forward, a backward or both recursive path weight functions. Iterative path search algorithms such as Dijkstra's algorithm find paths from a source to any destination using the forward path weight function, and from any source to a given destination using the backward path weight function.
For the sake of notation simplicity, when there is no ambiguity on which forward path p we are referring to, we denote
, and
A. DF TM Network
In a TM communication network, all nodes in the path p decode the source message, and thus, not only the destination but also all relays must receive a power exceeding H D from the immediately previous relay node. Consequently, given a path p, the minimum power transmitted by every node 
+ w(p 1 ).
Repeating this argument for every hop, it can be shown that the weight of the partial path p i can be computed as
Similarly, we could have obtained a backward counter part as
where h j,i = g L+1−i,L+1−j . Observe that both path weigh function recursion are equivalent w ← − p L+1 = w (p L+1 ). To find paths in a TM wireless network from a given source to a destination, we use the forward path weight function (2), together with the fully connected graph illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the metric associated to the edge e u,v is directly given by the channel gain β(e u,v ) = g u,v . Instead, to find paths in a TM wireless network to a given destination node from a source, we can use the backward path weight function, together with the fully connected graph illustrated in Fig. 5 where the metric associated to the edge e u,v is given by the backward channel gain β(e u,v ) = h u,v = g v,u . 
B. DF AM Network
The TM network can be seen as a particular case of the DF AM network without accumulative capabilities at nodes. In the most general DF AM network, relay nodes obtain multiple energy leakages from previous transmissions, and thus accumulate energy/information from them. As for the DF TM network, relay nodes must decode the source message before transmission, and thus, they need to receive an aggregated signal power exceeding H D .
1 Accordingly, the minimum power transmitted by the source, P 0 , so that the first relay p [1] decodes the source message, must satisfy
and thus w(p 1 ) = 1 g0,1 . However, given that the second relay p[2] has already received the power g 0,2 P 0 from the source, the minimum power that node p[1] must transmit so that node p[2] decodes the source message must satisfy
Equating (4) and (5), we have
Thus, the weight of the partial path w(p 2 ) is given by
, then the relay node p[2] has already received enough power from the source node, and thus enforcing (5) implies P 1 < 0, which is not a feasible solution. To avoid non feasible paths, we set w(
Defining h i,j = g L+1−j,L+1−i , we derive in the Appendix the backward path weight function
, and w( ← − p i ) = ∞ otherwise. In contrast to the forward path computation, in the backward computation satisfying
, and thus, we can not guarantee the feasibility of a path at each iteration. This makes challenging the backward path search in DF AM networks. However, we have shown in [13] that the lightest path ← − p i according to the backward path weight function is always forward feasible, this is w(
and thus, as long as, we use an optimal algorithm that finds the lightest path, we can use the backward path weight function in (8) .
Observe that the forward path weight functions can not be computed over directed graphs, as the one depicted in Fig. 2 , by associating the channel gain metric β(e u,v ) = g u,v to the edge e u,v as we have done previously for the TM network. Consider, for instance, the computation of the weight of the path S,A,D . The weight of the path S,A is given by w( S,A ) = w( S,A ), depends on g S,D which is a metric not associated to the path A,D . For the AM network, we need to described the network using a hypergraph, as the one shown in Fig. 4 , where the metric associated to the edge of node u includes the channel gains from node u to all the network nodes, namely β (e u ) = {g u,v , ∀v}. Similarly, we need to use the hypergraph in Fig. 6 for the backward path weight function.
C. Cut-Set Bound
In the AM communication network, asking every node to decode the source message is not always needed. Relays can, for example, amplify or compress and forward the received signals, without decoding the information. We can have an idea of the path weight functions that may appear with these nonregenerative relaying strategies by looking at the cut-set bound. Indeed in [17] it is shown that the cut-set bound rates can be achieved within a constant rate gap by compress and forward like strategies. For the CB, we remove the decoding constraint at relay nodes. We assume that only the destination decodes the message by receiving an aggregated power exceeding H D . At relays, the input-output power flow is such that the total received power at a node equals the total output received power from that node. This is, the power transmitted by node p[i] is such that subsequent nodes in the path p[j], j > i receive an aggregated power equal to the power that node p[i] has received from previous nodes p[j], j < i. This is,
or, equivalently, using the backward path ordering
In this case, it is more convenient to obtain the backward path weight function. Recall that the destination node is referred to
, and the path from node i to the destination is denoted as ← −
. Consider first the computation of the weight of the path ← − 
Consider next the computation of the weight of the path ← −
is now the source of the communication. The received aggregated power at destination is H D = h 0,1 P 1 + h 0,2 P 2 . Thus, the weight of the partial path ← − p 2 is
By enforcing the input-output power flow condition in (9) with L = 1, we require that the power received at node ← − p [1] from node ← − p [2] , equals the power received at destination from node ← − p [1] , namely h 1,2 P 2 = P 1 h 0,1 . Substituting the later equality into (10), we obtain
Similarly, for the partial path ← − p 3 , the destination receives an aggregated power of h 0,1 P 1 + h 0,2 P 2 + h 0,3 P 3 , and the inputoutput power flow for L = 3 requires
The weight of the partial path p 0,3 is then given by
In general, it can be shown that the weight of the partial path ← − p i can be computed recursively as Observe that we can compute this path weight over the hypergraph model in Fig. 6 where the metric associated to the hyperedges of each node is given by:
D. AM Networks Over Graphs
Observe that we could have obtained the DF TM path weight functions in (2) and (3) by particularizing the DF AM path weight functions in (7) and (8), respectively, for the case where only the channel gains between consecutive nodes are not null, namely g j,i = 0, ∀j < i − 1. By removing all the accumulative capabilities, we have shown that, the TM path weight can be computed over a graph. Motivated by the TM network situation, we here look for other non trivial situations where AM networks can be represented over graphs while keeping energy accumulation at some nodes. If we can model the routing problem using a graph then we can use known optimality conditions [2] to find optimal path search algorithms.
1) DF SAM Network:
We consider first the Source Accu- (7), we obtain
This path weight function can now be computed using the directed graph illustrated in Fig. 8 where not only the source S and destination D but also the first relay R are fixed, and we define the metric associated to the edge between nodes u, and v, as β (e u,v ) = β u,v = gu,vgS,R gS,R−gS,v . By using this path weight metric, we can search for the best path from any source-relay pair S,R to every other network node using a graph instead of a hypergraph. We however need to repeat the search for all possible first relay nodes, R, to obtain the lightest path from the source node S.
2) DF DAM Network: Next, we consider the somewhat dual DF Destination Acumulative Multi-hop (DAM) comunication network depicted in Fig. 9 . In the DAM network relays only listen to the immediately previous node, whereas the destination accumulates the signals received from all previous transmissions. For the example in Fig. 3 , this situation can 
be modeled by assuming (g 0,2 = 0) and in general assuming
, which is equivalent to h j,i = 0 for 0 < j < i − 1. Particularizing the DF backward path weight function in (8), we can obtain the backward path weight function as
if w(p i ) > w(p i−1 ) and w(p i ) = ∞, otherwise. This path weight function can now be computed using the directed graph illustrated in Fig. 10 to find the lightest path in a backward manner. In Fig. 10 , not only the source S and destination D but also the last relay R are fixed, and we define the metric associated to the edge between nodes u, and v, as β (e u,v ) = β u,v = hu,vhD,R hD,R−hD,v . As discussed for the backward path weigh function of the DF AM network, as long as, we guarantee the optimality of the path search algorithm, we can use the backward path weight function since the lightest path p is always feasible, this is
3) PF DAM Network: For the DAM communication network, we also consider the parity forwarding (PF) scheme introduced in [18] . In contrast to the DF forwarding strategy, for the PF scheme, relay nodes do not need to recover the complete source message. This alleviates the decoding constraints at relays and leads to higher rates for DAM networks.
The basic principle of PF is the following. 
Recall that the message s 1 contains the parity bits of the message s 2 transmitted from node ← − p [2] . 
if h 1,3 ≥ h 0,3 and w ← − p 3 = ∞ otherwise. Finally, it can be shown that the weight of the partial path ← − p i is given by if h i−1,i ≥ h 0,i and w ← − p i = ∞ otherwise. Observe, that for the PF strategy the feasibility of the path P i ≥ 0 can be guaranteed at each iteration.
To find paths from a source to a given destination in a PF AM network, we can use the backward path weight (15) together with the fully connected graph illustrated in Fig. 5 for
E. DF Extended AM Network
It is well known that the minimum energy routing problem for the DF AM network is NP complete and thus, there is no optimal path search algorithm for this network. Using the optimality conditions derived in Section IV for the Dijkstra's path search algorithm in hypergraphs, we will be able to show in Section V that Dijkstra's algorithm is optimal for the CB path weight function in (11) . Motivated by this success, we here transforms the AM hypergraph into an Extended AM (EAM) hypergraph for which the DF AM path weight function reads as the CB path weight function. In the extended hypergraph, the path weight function will satisfy the optimality conditions for Dijkstra's algorithm in certain situations.
We illustrate the extended hypergraph model in Fig. 11 for a network with 2 available relays N = 4. In addition to the source node S and destination node D, each possible combination of a pair of relay nodes u and v, u =v (excluding destination node) in the original hypergraph is represented by a single node uv in the extended hypergraph. The hyperedge associated to node uv, e uv connects node uv to nodes {[wx], v=w, x = u}. The metric associated to this hypereadge is given by β (e uv ) = {m uv,wx , x = u}. Observe that m uv,wx = m uv,yx for all w = y. In the case of a fully connected communication model, we transform the original fully connected hypergraph with N nodes, to a partially connected hypergraph with (N − 2) 2 + 2 nodes.
Given 
and m 0,i = g 0,i . Then, since
m j,i , the path weight function in (7) reads as the CB path weight
We will see in Section V that to satisfy the Dijkstra's optimality conditions we need m j,i ≥ 0. Consequently, we can only guarantee finding the best path among those satisfying satisfying m j,i ≥ 0 or, equivalently, g j,i ≥ g j−1,i for all l < j < i. This is, we only look for paths p satisfying that the channel gain to node p[i] from all previous nodes in the path p[l], g l,i increases monotonically for l = 0, . . . , i − 1. As we will show in simulation results the optimal path is found inside this subset of paths with high probability. Moreover, notice that in contrast to the DF SAM, DF DAM and PF DAM networks, we can keep all the accumulative capabilities at nodes, and thus even if we use a suboptimal path, the path weight achieved (energy efficiency) is very close to that of the optimal path.
IV. OPTIMALITY OF DIJKSTRA'S ALGORITHM IN ACCUMULATIVE NETWORKS
In previous section, we have provided the different path weight functions that we have encountered when addressing the problem of finding minimum energy paths in static accumulative multi-hop networks. We have seen that in some cases the path weight functions can be computed over graphs as for the TM, DF SAM, DF DAM and PF DAM networks, however in general, we have required hypergraphs to compute path weights function in AM networks. Here, we address the problem of finding the conditions that guarantee that a certain path search algorithm finds the lightest path in accumulative multi-hop networks. Whenever the routing problem can be represented by a graph, the conditions that guarantee the optimality of Bellman-Ford and Dijkstra's algorithms can be found in [2] . Here, we limit the discussion to the Dijkstra's path search algorithm over the directed hypergraphs H(V, E) introduced in previous section. To that end, we first review the well known optimality conditions for Dijkstra's algorithm in graphs and discuss their extensions to hypergraphs. We show that the resultant conditions are only sufficient but not necessary for optimality. This is shown by providing a new set of sufficient conditions for optimality. In the next section, we use these new conditions to prove the optimality of Dijkstra's algorithm for the CB and DF EAM path weight functions.
We begin by providing the mathematical representation of a path selection criteria which is usually called as routing metric. We represent a routing metric following the notation in [2] as an algebra on top of a quadruplet (Q, ⊕, w, ), where Q is the set of all possible paths, ⊕ is a binary operation that maps pairs with a path and an ordered sequence of nodes into a path, i.e. if the path a ∈Q and the last node in a coincides with the first node of the ordered sequence of nodes b, then a ⊕ b denotes the concatenation of path a with the ordered sequence of nodes b, with a ⊕ b ∈Q, w is a function that maps a path to a weight, and is an order relation, where w(a) w(b) means the path a is lighter (better) that or equal to b. Given a routing metric (Q, ⊕, w, ), a routing protocol operates with the path weights of the paths in Q to find the lightest path q * ∈ Q between a source and a destination. The concatenation operation as defined above differs slightly from the one defined in [2] for graphs. In [2] , ⊕ concatenates two paths in Q, and returns a path also in Q. The definition of ⊕ presented here is motivated by the fact that in a hypergraph, even if the ordered set of nodes b does not belong to Q, the path a ⊕ b might belong to Q.
A. Extension of Dijkstra's Optimality Conditions in Graphs
Here we review the conditions that guarantee that Dijkstra's algorithm finds the lightest path in a directed graph G(V, E), and discuss their extension to directed hypergraphs H (V, E) .
Given a graph, [1] and [2] developed a comprehensive framework to identify the specific conditions a routing metric needs to satisfy in order to be combined with a certain type of optimal routing protocol to obtain the optimal path. In particular, it was shown that Dijkstra's algorithm with source routing is optimal if and only if, the routing metric satisfies right-monotonicity and right-isotonicity. These properties are here stated, mostly, as they appear in [2] with the necessary modifications to account for the new definition of the binary operation ⊕. Our definition of right-monotonicity differs from the one in [2] in that it does not restrict the path b to belong to Q. Similarly, right-isotonicity, here, differs from the one in [2] in that it does not restrict the path c to belong to Q.
If the network is modeled by a directed graph as in the TM network model, then the right-monotonicity and rightisotonicity conditions are necessary and sufficient conditions for Dijkstra's algorithm to find the lightest path. However, if the network needs to be modeled as a hypergraph, as is likely the case in AM networks, then these conditions are no longer necessary. Satisfying both conditions is still sufficient for Dijkstra's algorithm to find the lightest path. The modifications introduced to the definitions above do not alter the proof of sufficiency provided in [2] for graphs, and is thus not reproduced here. The lack of necessity is demonstrated next, by presenting an alternative set of sufficient conditions for the optimality of Dijkstra's algorithm.
B. Alternative Dijkstra's Sufficient Conditions for Optimality in Hypergraphs
Although right-monotonicity and right-isotonicity conditions are sufficient to show the optimality of Dijkstra's algorithm, they might not be very helpful for path weight functions in AM networks. The right-isotonicity condition, for instance, can only be satisfied if there is a certain decoupling between the nodes in paths a, or b, and those in path c. However, it is precisely the connection between these nodes what we want to include by considering AM networks. In the following, we present a new set of sufficient conditions that guarantee the optimality of Dijkstra's algorithm in directed hypergraphs, with only one hyperedge per node. We prove this theorem in two steps. First, we show that for a routing metric satisfying C1 in Definition 3,
for any paths a ⊕ A,B , a ⊕ A,C belonging to Q. Observe that for hyperpaths with only one edge per node it is also guaranteed that the paths a⊕ A,B,C , and a⊕ A,C,B belong to Q. Definition 4 (Condition C2): A path weight satisfies condition C2 if for any ordered set of nodes
while R = ∅ do 6: u= arg min r∈R l o,r ; 7: Extract u from R 8: for each node r∈ R do 9: compute w u⊕r = w p o,u ⊕ u,r )
10:
if l o,r w u⊕r then 11 : 
where
Then, we show that for a routing metric satisfying also C2, the path u 0,i is the lightest path from node o to node u[i].
Step 1: Suppose l o,r w u⊕r is satisfied for every node r∈ R (i) , from iteration 0 to i. At these iterations, the weights l o,r and paths p o,r are updated ∀r∈ R (i) in line 11, as 
It only remains to show that l o,r w u⊕r in line 10 is always satisfied as previously assumed. To that end, we show that, if l o,r w u⊕r is satisfied from iteration 0 to i − 1, it is also satisfied at iteration i. At the beginning of iteration i, we have that p 
It is then a direct consequence of C1, that
and thus, l o,r w u⊕r is also satisfied at the i−th iteration for every node. Finally, notice that the l o,r w u⊕r is trivially satisfied at i = 0, since initially l o,r = ∞ for all r.
Step 2: Next, we show that if a routing metric satisfies C1 and C2, then the path u 0,i is the lightest paths from 
We consider the following two possible situations: i) Assume that the partial path c satisfies w ( a, B )) w( a, c 0,j ) for all j. In this case, it is a direct consequence of C2 that w( a, B,c ) w( a, c ) or, equivalently, that
. ii) Instead, assume that the partial path c satisfies
for all j < m but not at j = m, this is 
and thus, satisfying C1 implies that , we obtain a lighter path to node D. We repeat this procedure until node B is removed.
V. OPTIMALITY ANALYSIS OF MINIMUM ENERGY ACCUMULATIVE ROUTING METRICS
In this section, we study the optimality of Dijkstra's algorithm for the minimum energy path weight functions encountered in Section III.
A. Graphs
We begin by discussing the optimality of Dijkstra's algorithm for the minimum energy path weight functions that can be evaluated over a graph. In that case, optimality is guaranteed by showing that the route metric satisfies rightmonotonocity and right-isotonocity [2] . This includes the TM network, the DF SAM network with a fixed first relay node, the DF DAM network with a fixed last relay node, and the PF DAM network. For simplicity, in this section, we denote as p, both, the forward and the backward paths. Then, for the TM, DF SAM and DF DAM networks, the path weight function admits the following recursive function computation
where β u,v is the metric associated to the edge e u,v . For TM . This condition is always satisfied for the TM network as g u,v ≥ 0 for all u and v. For the DF SAM network with the first relay R fixed, this condition implies that only nodes v with a better channel from the source than that from the source to the first relay g S,R ≥ g S,v are eligible for the optimal path. Similarly, for the DF DAM network with the last relay R fixed, this condition implies that only nodes with a better channel to the destination than that of the last relay are eligible.
To show right-isotonicity, consider the paths a and b between nodes A and B, with w (a) and w (b) satisfying w (a) ≤ w (b). Let us concatenate node C to the right of a and b, then the path weight at node C is given by
For the DF SAM these optimality results allow us to find optimal paths from a source-relay pair S,R to every other network node using Dijkstra's algorithm. We however need to repeat the search for all possible first relay nodes in order to get the optimal path from the source node. Similarly, for the DF DAM network, we need to repeat the search for all possible last relays nodes.
For the PF DAM network, the metrics associated to the edge e u,v is given by β (e u,v ) = {h u,v , h D,v } = {g v,u , g v,D } and the path weight function reads
To show right-isotonocity, observe that the path weight at node C is given by
B. Hypergraphs
We have shown that for the general DF AM network, the CB AM network, and the DF EAM network, the minimum energy path weight function need to be computed over a hypergraph. It is well-know that the problem of finding the optimal minimum energy paths for the DF AM network is NP-complete [3] and [4] . Indeed, it can be shown that, although the DF AM minimum energy path weight satisfies right-monotonicity, it does not satisfy right-isotonicity, nor C1 and C2, and thus, the optimality of Dijkstra's algorithm can not be guaranteed.
For the CB and DF EAM, the path weight function can be expressed in a unify manner as
with β j,i = h j,i for CB and β j,i = m j,i = g j,i − g j−1,i for DF EAM. The path weight function (39) neither satisfies rightmonotonicity nor right-isotonicity. However, as we show in the following theorem it satisfies C1 and C2 if β u,v ≥ 0 and thus, the optimal path can be found using Dijkstra's algorithm. relays nodes, a = a[0], . . . , a[L a + 1] . Given the paths a,X , where X is any network node X∈ V , define
Then, the weight of the paths evaluated in condition C1 are given by
Suppose that w( a, B ) w ( a, C ), and β B,C , β C,B ≥ 0, then observe that
and
By isolating w( a, B ) from (42) and using (44), we observe that
Notice that, the reverse is also true, i.e. satisfying (44) implies
Next, by isolating w( a, C ) from (43) and using (45), we observe that 
where inequality (50b) is due to w ( a, B,c 0,l ) w ( a, c 0,l ) for l = 0, . . . , i − 1 and inequality (50d) is due to w ( a, B ) w(a, c 0,i ) .
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS The numerical results presented here aim first at showing the benefits of accumulative multi-hoping versus traditional multihoping for the simplistic communication model considered in Section III and second, at evaluating the performance of the proposed DF EAM heuristic routing protocols for the DF AM network. We provide results for the commonly used geometric propagation channel model: the channel gain between nodes i and j is g i,j = d Recall that the path weight functions in Section III are inversely proportional to the energy efficiency of a path. This is, lower weights means more efficient paths. Given a source destination pair let, w TH denote the TH weight of the optimal TH path and w AM denote the weight of the optimal path for any of AM strategies discussed in Section III, namely DF AM, DF SAM, DF DAM, PF DAM or DF EAM. Then, we measure the percentage increase of energy efficiency (IoE) achieved by the AM strategies with respect to the TM strategy as IoE = 100
. Notice that due to symmetry, for the DF DAM and DF SAM networks we always obtain the same average results and thus, we consider them together.
Before showing the numerical results it is meaningful to discuss the path search algorithm complexity in each case. Finding the optimal path for the DF AM network by exhaustive search has complexity order O ((N − 1)!), see [8] . It is well known that Dijkstra's algorithm has complexity order O(N 2 ). Thus, it follows that finding the optimal path for TH and PF DAM networks has complexity order O(N 2 ). For the DF SAM and DF SAM networks, complexity order is O(N 3 ) as we need to repeat the search for every possible first and last relay, respectively. Finally, the complexity order of the DF EAM is O(N 4 ) since the extended hypergraph has O N 2 nodes. In Fig. 12 we depict the average IoE for each accumulative strategy as a function of the number of network nodes. Although we consider fixed values for the density of nodes ρ = 1, the same behavior is observed in any other configuration. In general, the accumulative gain increases with the number of network nodes. Observe that DF EAM and DF AM achieve very similar performance. In Fig. 13 we depict the average IoE for each accumulative strategy as a function of the path loss exponent for a network with N = 10 nodes. As the path loss exponent increases the gains of accumulative strategies decrease. However, for common path loss exponents 3-5 there exist substantial gains through energy/information accumulation.
In Figures 12 and 13 , we have observed that the EAM algorithm achieves a IoE similar to that of the exhaustive search in a DF AM network. Next, we discuss this result in more detail. The DF EAM algorithm can be seen as a low complexity heuristic routing solution for the DF AM network. Other heuristic algorithm for the DF AM network have been proposed in the literature. The SP algorithm proposed in [4] , also referred to as CTNCR in [8] , and as Heuristic 1 in [15] consists of finding the lightest path for the DF TM network with Dijkstra's algorithm and then using it to communicate in the DF AM network. Also Chen et al. [4] , proposed the RPAR algorithm, also refereed to as SNER in [8] . In RPAR, Dijkstra's algorithm is, directly, applied to the DF AM path weight function in (7) to find good paths. As we discuss in [13] , the performance of these algorithms can be improved by repeating the search forward and backward and then choosing the best path candidate. Given a source destination pair let us denote as w DFAM the weight of the optimal path in the DF AM network and as w H the weight of the path found with each of of the heuristic algorithms considered, namely, DF EAM, SP and RPAR. Then, we define the loss of efficiency (LoE) of the heuristic algorithm with respect the optimal DF AM path as LoE = 100
. In Fig. 14 , we depict the average and maximum LoE for each of the three heuristic algorithms considered as a function of the number of network nodes, after 1000 randomly generated scenarios. We observe that on average the LoE is quite low for all three heuristic algorithms, specially for RPAR and DF EAM. Thus, we focus on discussing the worst case results (maximum LoE curves). We observe that the RPAR algorithm for N ≤ 3, and the DF EAM algorithm for N ≤ 4, always find the optimal path. This is so, as it can be shown that in those cases, these algorithms coincide with the exhaustive search. Observe that the proposed DF EAM algorithm improves the RPAR algorithm by more than 5% and the SP algorithm by more than 25% for networks with more than 5 nodes. This is achieved at the cost of additional complexity. For the SP and SNER algorithms, we only need to run the Dijkstra's algorithm and thus, the complexity order is O(N 2 ), as discussed above. Recall that the complexity of the EAM algorithm is O(N 4 ). Finally, in Fig. 15 we depict the average and maximum LoE for each the three heuristic algorithms considered as a function of the path loss exponent for a network with N = 10 nodes. Focusing, again, on the worst case results, we observe that for the SP algorithm the LoE decreases with the path loss exponent, whereas for the other two heuristic algorithms the LoE remains constant for all the range of path loss exponents evaluated.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the routing problem in accumulative multi-hop networks. We showed that as opposed to traditional multi-hoping where the network is well modeled by a graph, for routing in accumulative networks, the network needs to be modeled by a hypergraph. We studied the properties that guarantee that Dijkstra's algorithm finds the optimal path in such networks, and presented sufficient conditions for the optimality. These conditions are particularized for the minimum energy routing problem with decode-andforward relays, parity-forwarding relays, and for the cut-set bound.
APPENDIX
In this appendix, we obtain the backward path weigh function in (8) . We begin by rewriting (7) 
We need to show that if
Equality (53) follows from (52) for i = L + 1. Equality (54) follows from channel reciprocity h j,i = g L+1−i,L+1−j . Equality (55) follows from isolating g 0,L+1−j in its (51). To get equality (56), we use w( ← − p ) = 
